In this paper, we present an approach to Large-Scale CARP called Quantum-Inspired Immune Clonal Algorithm (QICA-CARP). This algorithm combines the feature of artificial immune system and quantum computation ground on the qubit and the quantum superposition. We call an antibody of population quantum bit encoding, in QICA-CARP. For this encoding, to control the population with a high probability evolution towards a good schema we use the information on the current optimal antibody. The mutation strategy of quantum rotation gate accelerates the convergence of the original clone operator. Moreover, quantum crossover operator enhances the exchange of information and increases the diversity of the population. Furthermore, it avoids falling into local optimum. We also use the repair operator to amend the infeasible solutions to ensure the diversity of solutions. This makes QICA-CARP approximating the optimal solution. We demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach by a set of experiments and by Comparing the results of our approach with ones obtained with the RDG-MAENS and RAM using different test sets. Experimental results show that QICA-CARP outperforms other algorithms in terms of convergence rate and the quality of the obtained solutions. Especially, QICA-CARP converges to a better lower bound at a faster rate illustrating that it is suitable for solving large-scale CARP.
I. INTRODUCTION
apacitated Arc Routing Problem (CARP) has been used for many problems, including mail delivery, clearing snow from the street and school bus planning [1~2] . CARP computes a path corresponding with the minimum cost. For example, consider a team of agents/vehicles is dispatched to different destinations from to complete a task, including delivering goods or services as some desired objectives are obtained and some constraints are satisfied, such as: 1) Each agent starts from a dispatch point, delivers goods or services and finally ends at the dispatch point again.
2) Each agent can only complete one task at a time.
3) The total demand of the must be equal or less than the sum of the agent's capacities, denoted by Q.
CARP aims at minimizing the total cost of the all agents under the constraints some of which mentioned above [3] . To the best of our knowledge, although CARP problems are mostly large-scale in practice, the approaches that are developed so far provide solutions only to the small-scale problems. Nonetheless, CARP is increasingly becoming more attractive for researchers because to find the optimal solution to the practical large-scale CARP problems is still a challenging open research question [4] . Many approaches to CARP problem have been developed, including heuristics and meta-heuristics. Heuristic algorithms obtain a higher quality solution using a smaller computational resource especially for small-scale problems as they have a simple algorithm structure. As an example, the solution of stereotype heuristic algorithm is used as an initial value in meta-heuristic approaches. This improves the convergence to an optimal solution and the stability of the solution. For instance, Golden et al. [5] proposed augment-merge heuristic algorithm that initialized the solution as many loops where each loop connects one task and warehouse. In the augment stage, the algorithm adjusts continuously assignment of the tasks in the loop to reduce the number of loops. Ulusoy heuristic algorithm proposed in [7] improves the path-scanning heuristic [6] . Augment-insert heuristic algorithm [8] and approximation algorithms [9] have been also proposed to compute an effective solution to the CARP problem. The stereotype heuristic CARP algorithm usually starts from a partial solution or an empty solution. It is then adjusted by a specific selection standard to obtain a complete solution. This type of algorithms converges to a sub-optimal solution very fast as its performance can be improved using intermediate rules. Despite these advantages, stereotype heuristic CARP is not a suitable approach to large-scale problems. On the other hand, the meta-heuristic algorithms, including Evolutionary Algorithms [10~11], Ant Colony System [12] , Simulated Quantum-Inspired Immune Clonal Algorithm for solving Large-Scale Capacitated Arc Routing Problems 2 Annealing, Tabu Search [13] , Memetic Algorithms and so on [14~16], has been increasingly attracting researchers' attention because it has shown the performance of the approach to various types of combinatorial optimization problems with a wide range of applications. Using these algorithms, one or multiple solutions are obtained at each iteration which are used to generate the next generations. This procedure repeats resulting in an optimal solution.
There are also many meta-heuristic algorithms developed specially to solve CARP problems. For example, Hertz et al. [17] proposed tabu search algorithm in which the solution is represented by a full path. This approach obtains a solution with a higher quality than the one obtained by heuristic. More recently, Hertz and Mittaz [18] proposed an approach called Variable Neighborhood Descent (VND) to avoid a local optimum by defining several neighborhoods and making a detail exploration of the space in the neighborhood of the solution. Although this approach avoids a local optimum, it does not consider the infeasible solution space. Lacomme et al. [19] improved Genetic Algorithm (GA) and combined it with local search algorithm. The encoding method of MA is very practical and natural as two arcs in two opposite directions represent each demand side. Meta-heuristic algorithm has shown to obtain a high quality solution in most test cases, especially in those larger-scale instances, in the short period of time. In our works [20] [21] , we proposed immune clonal selection algorithm to solve multi-objective problems. This approach uses a clone operation to achieve a global optimum. Nevertheless, the clone operation increases population size in local space in order to improve the capability of local optimization. The immune clonal selection algorithm chooses portion of the antibody to mutate during the mutation operating to improve the diversity of population, and this operation often leads to the loss of the optimal solution. Memetic Algorithm with Extended Neighborhood Search (MAENS) proposed in [22] uses an extension step for local search. Hence, it rarely falls into a local optimum. Although this approach determines a good lower bound on the test case, it does not show a good stability property. Recently, according to MAENS, Mei et al. proposed an excellent cooperation co-evolutionary algorithm based on route distance grouping (RDG-MAENS) [23] , which adopts the strategy of co-evolution [24] and divide and conquer [25] . They showed their approach outperforms other existing algorithms proposed to solve CARP. However, RDG_MAENS has the following shortcoming: (1) each generation includes some rounds to evolve, e.g. 50 rounds, and the best solution recognized so far is updated only after the evolution of one generation. Hence, the best solution recognized so far takes part in the evolution of the current round despite the fact that it may not be the best at the moment. (2) Assigning individuals to the appropriate subpopulation according to their distance can lead to an imbalance number of assigned individuals to different sub-populations well as imbalance allocation of resources. Therefore, the solution obtained by this approach may neither be optimal nor stable.
In this paper, we propose Quantum-Inspired Immune Clonal Algorithm for solving Large-Scale CARP (QICA-CARP). First, we use heuristic algorithm to generate the initial solution to accelerate the convergence speed. Second, an antibody of population is used which is denoted by quantum bit encoding. In order to accelerate the convergence rate of the original clone operator, quantum rotation gate is used and the angle of rotation policy is dynamically adjusted to control the direction of the evolution of the population. Then, the quantum crossover operation is used to enhance information exchange while it increases the diversity of the population and achieves global search. We use also the quantum coherence to carry on a full interference crossover so that it overcomes the problem related to the shortcoming of early-maturing of individuals in the late time of evolution. Finally, the repair operator is used to improve the stability of the solutions as well as to maintain the diversity of the solutions to handle the infeasible solution set.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The description of CARP is introduced in Section II. In Section III, QICA-CARP for solving CARP is introduced. In Section IV, The experimental studies are carried out in several famous CARP test set (small scale, medium scale and large scale). Section V gives the conclusion and future work.
II. DESCRIPTIONS OF THE CARP
In [26] , CARP is defined as a connected graph G= (V, A, E), where V, A, and E denote a set of vertexes, arcs and edges, respectively. In a graph, each arc (or edge) corresponds with a non-negative cost and a non-negative demand. The demand T E A  is a set of tasks that vehicles are supposed to complete, e.g. delivering a service.
Task tT  has two attributes, including demand for service, denoted by d where d(t)>0, and service consumption, denoted by S where SC(t)>0. Non-mission side, i.e. an edge to which no task is assigned, does not need to service. If no service is provided from vi to vj, the consumption of the vehicle is dc(vi,vj) > 0. Here, we consider a connected graph to be symmetric, i.e. dc(vi,vj)=dc(vj,vi) for each edge (vi,vj). To find a plan of paths for m vehicle, whose capacities are Q, to serve all the tasks in the graph subject to some constraints is the main objective of solving a CARP problem. Eventually, a sequence of tasks can be expressed as a sequence of vertexes as the task sequence is supposed to connect the least-cost path between adjacent tasks.
In this paper, quantum-coding is used to initialize population as the code reflects the probability of the task being serviced in a sequence of vertexes. The solution x to CARP is expressed as a set of routes (m vehicles), as follows:
where, Rq is the q-th route of the routes set R, | Rq | is the number of edges in q-th route, sc(vqi, vq(i+1)) is the cost of serving at edge (vqi, vq(i+1)). In addition, tc(vqi, vq(i+1)) is the travel cost of edge (vqi, vq(i+1)) which is calculated by the shortest path from vqi to vq(i+1) obtained by Dijkstra algorithm in the connected graph [27] . If the i-th edge is served in q-th route and wqi=0, otherwise. Constraints in eq. (3) and (4) ensure that each task is serviced by one vehicle whereas eq. (5) indicates the capacity constraint of the vehicles.
III. QUANTUM-INSPIRED IMMUNE CLONAL ALGORITHM FOR

SOLVING CARP
Quantum-Inspired Immune Clonal Algorithm (QICA) is an immune clone algorithm based on quantum-coded, which applies quantum computing to clone operator of artificial immune system [20] . According to the quantum bit and the quantum superposition, we combine the feature of artificial immune system with quantum computation and use it to solve a CARP problem. In our approach, a quantum bit encoding represents an antibody of a population. The information of the current optimal antibody is then used to accelerate the convergence of the original clone operator and to control the population evolution, which evolves into a good schema with a high probability. This evolution occurs based on the action of quantum rotation gate as well as strategy of adjusting dynamically the angle of rotation. Furthermore, we adopt quantum crossover operation (1) to enhance information exchange (2) to increase the diversity of the population (3) to achieve a global search based on the characteristic of strong local optimization capability of cloning operator. Besides, the infeasible solutions are modified in the population so as to maintain the diversity of the population.
Compared to the traditional GA and MA (memetic algorithm) approach, QICA-CARP mainly includes the colon operation [28] , mutation operation of quantum rotation gate as well as quantum crossover and repair operation, among which clonal operation enhances the local search [29~30]. If an individual has a higher affinity between antigen and antibody, the individual is of a larger colon scale. Hence, the algorithm with clonal operator can make a detailed search in the promoting space. The crossover is a widely. However, it is implemented between two individuals in GA an MA. This results in a limited exchange of information. To make more individuals participate in the crossover process and to utilize the full knowledge of individuals, the special crossover method of quantum crossover can be used wherever (1) more than two individuals exist and (2) the quantum crossover happens in more than one position of an individual at the same time [30] . It also improves the premature convergence of individuals in the last stage of the algorithm by utilizing the characteristic of quantum coherence. After applying crossover, it may produce many infeasible solutions corresponding with cost that is lower than the others. We use a repair operator so that the infeasible solution can be considered to be feasible. This allows a detailed search resulting in a better solution. A scheme of QICA-CARP flow chart is shown in fig. 1 . 
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The flow of QICA-CARP It has been proven that the improvement 1 in Figure 1 increases the speed of convergence while it handles the premature convergence effectively [31] . We refer to the repair operator as 3 main strategies to solve infeasible solution. In the first strategy, presented in [19] , only the feasible solution is produced in assess process and any infeasible solutions are ignored. The second strategy is a common method of penalty function. The main disadvantage of this strategy is, however, a complex setting of parameters of the penalty function. Hence, it is very hard to keep the solution that has the best total cost and satisfies the constraint of capacity violation.
The third strategy designs a repair operator to repair the infeasible solution so that they are considered as a feasible one [32] . This is one of the very few methods for repairing the infeasible solution by adjusting a 0-1 vector in solution. However, it only considers a very limited area at each time in the solution space. In other words, it modifies one task in one route every time. Hence, it searches just the area around the 4 current solution instead of fully using the global information. The operator in the improvement stage takes global information into consideration to find the best solution of 0-1 vector combinations. In addition, it can find a better solution to improve the ability of searching. From the analysis that has just mentioned and comparing QICA-CARP with other EA, QICA-CARP and other EA all have the global search operator. However, the quantum crossover in QICA-CARP can make the best of individual's information and make a more effective global search to improve the searching ability of algorithm especially for the large scale CARP, so it plays a most important role in QICA-CARP. In fact, the repair operator is the main difference between QICA-CARP and other algorithms. It is also very helpful to look for a better solution by translating the infeasible solution, which is easily ignored and/or hard to handle, into a reasonable solution. This is of secondary importance. Finally, the mutation strategy accelerates the convergence speed while prevents premature convergence of individuals. It is, thus, an effective auxiliary operator in QICA-CARP.
A. Quantum bits and quantum coding
In QICA-CARP, we use a coding scheme based on quantum bits [30] . For quantum computing in an immune system, the smallest unit is a quantum information bit (a qubit), which is a two-state quantum system. Specifically, it is a unit vector defined in the two-dimensional complex vector space, and used to store information during the calculation process [30] . There are two basic forms of quantum information quantum bit at any instant, which are | 0> and | 1> respectively. Several bits can represent a task number, and a sequence of quantum bit can represent a task sequence that is transformed into a sequence of vertexes. We use QICA to solve CARP as follows. First, a population is initialized as A(0) by quantum encoding. Quantum coding population of the t-th generation is then expressed as: A(t)={a1(t), a2(t),…, an(t)}, where n represents the population size and aj(t) is a quantum chromosome. By contrast, aj(t) represents a path in CARP with the following expression:
where, m is the length of chromosome. aj(t) denotes a path that has m/nbit tasks where nbit is the number of bit representing a task number. Furthermore, the parameters in eq. (6) must satisfy normalization condition in eq. (7). 22 1, 1, 2, 3 , 
where, 2 ji  represents the probability of the i-th bit gene getting the state |0> and 2 ji  is the probability of the i-th bit gene getting the state |1>. The initialized population is denoted by A(0)={a1(0), a2(0),…, an(0)}, initial iteration denote by t=0, and quantum chromosome represents the path aj(t)|t=0= aj(0). In addition, the encoding of each antibody is 12 12 (
A random number is then generated in the interval of [0, 1] using the corresponding probability that the bit is 0 or the bit is 1. If the number is larger than 2 ji  , the value of the bit is 1, and zero otherwise. After comparing m times, A(t) is used to obtain a binary sequence which stands for the task number. The initialization of one solution is complete if all the task number is in the task sequence. An example of the encoding and decoding is described in Figure 2 . In this figure, there are 5 tasks and 5 inverse tasks shown in parenthesis to serve 5 tasks no matter the task or its inverse task is served. We adopt 4 quantum bits to represent a task number where each bit has two attributes, including alpha and beta. After generating 4 random numbers and 4 times observations, it produces a sequence of 0 and 1 to represent a task number. As we know, 4 quantum bits can represent the non-negative natural number in the interval of [0, 15]. We use a modular arithmetic operation to link the number with the task number. First, we should initialize the quantum sequence a(t), as follows: (9) For the first bit, we will produce a random number denoted by rand. If rand is larger than 1 2 () t  , the first bit of solution sequence gets 1 value, and 0 otherwise. After 4 such operation, four 0-1 bits are produced, which represents a task number. After producing 5 tasks number, a task sequence can be obtained. For example, although {1, 7, 3, 5, 9} is a task solution, it is not reasonable because it does not satisfy the constraints of capacity violation.
We use Ulusoy's split method for decoding making the solution reasonable by considering the capacity violation constraint. As a sequence of tasks can expressed as a sequence of vertexes since the tasks can be linked by vertex, we can obtain a complete plan of the best necessary paths and their corresponding cost.
B. Immune Cloning Operation
One of the major steps of the Immune Clone Algorithm is Immune cloning operation. The clone operation is used to replicate a population. We consider the size of antibody population to be n and the antibody population to be represented by A(t)={a1(t), a2(t),…, an(t)}. In addition we consider the antibody to be the candidate solutions to CARP. The affinity of the antibody and the antigen determines the value of the objective function at a candidate solution. Hence, the antigens are used to find the optimal solution and the antibodies represent the candidate solutions in the CARP. For a CARP, the function of this affinity for each quantum chromosome is:
,…, f(an(t))} (10) where, f(aj(t)) represents the size of the affinity for the quantum chromosome aj(t). We select a population to be cloned for CARP, which is called dominant clonal population and is denoted by As(t), based on the function of the affinity of the antibody and the antigen, i.e. the antibody-antigen affinity and the antibody-antibody affinity. The clone operation is then applied to As(t) resulting in a cloned population, denoted by A (1) (t)). The size of the antibody aj(t) after cloning operation is qj(t) where qj(t) is computed using eq. (11), as follows: (11) where   is an operation to round down the corresponding value. NC relates to the size of the cloned population where NC>NA and NA=|As(t)|. j  denotes the affinity between antibody j and other antibody. In the artificial immune system, this refers to the distance between the candidate solutions. In the case of a single antibody, the clone scale is adjusted according to the affinity of the antibody and the antigen as well as according to the affinity of the antibody and the antibody. The more the affinity of the antibody and the antigen stimulates, the greater the possibility that it is searched. In other words, if the affinity of the antibody and the antigen stimulates more, the scale of the clone will be larger. This is beneficial to finding the optimal solutions and maintaining the diversity of solutions to CARP. After applying the immune clone operation to the CARP, the obtained cloned population A (1) (t) will be as follows:
where, a k j(t)= aj(t), k=1,2,3,…,qj. ai (1) (t) expresses the cloned antibodies, i=1,2,3,…,N and N=q1+q2+…+q|As(t)| which indicates the size of population after cloned operation. Thus, the immune cloning operation can be applied on the CARP following the steps above mentioned. It is worth mentioning that Immune Clone operations clone antibodies with high adaptation resulting in more local search.
C. Variation of quantum rotation gate
The hyper-mutation in the immune clone operation is a kind of local search strategy. In fact, it is a random operation that only mutates part of the antibody to increase the diversity of population and it avoids falling into a local optimum. However, this operation usually reduces the diversity of the variation, which may lead us losing the optimal solution. Therefore, we present a variation of quantum rotation gate for solving this problem.
In the quantum theory, the migration between each qubit is realized through the quantum's transformation matrix [30] . The rotation angle of the quantum rotation gate is used to achieve the mutation operation and the population A (2) (t). This allows us to use the optimal path information totally in the variation. It also accelerates the speed of convergence [30] . The mutation operation of the side encoding is expressed in eq. (13).
where, θ is the angle of the rotation mutation. After the mutation operation, the amplitude of probability of the  -th qubit in the quantum chromosome ai (1) (t) can be expressed by eq. (13). In the algorithm, θ is equal to the adaptive dynamic step, denoted by δ. If the value of δ is too large, the search step will be consequently increased. This can easily lead to converging to a local extreme point which is called the precocious phenomenon. However, the optimal solution to CARP cannot be found by this approach. By contrast, if the value of δ is too small, the search step will be very small and convergence becomes very slow or even standstill. This is not practically helpful to solve the large-scale CARP. Hence, according to the characteristics of CARP, we define δ as a variable related to the clone scale as per eq. (14) .
δ=10×exp(-qj(t)/Nc) (14) where, qj(t) is the size of the antibody aj(t) after cloning operation according to eq. (11), Nc is the total size of population after clonal operation. In addition, the search step can be adjusted adaptively based on the affinity of the antibody. After applying the variation of quantum rotation gate on the cloned population A (1) (t), the obtained population A (2) (t) can be represented as: (2) (t) represents the antibody ai (1) (t) after the variation of quantum rotation gate. If  -th bit in ai (1) (t) had a mutation operation like eq. (13), ai (2) (t) after mutation can be computed by eq. (16).
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We can also reduce the mutation step size around the winning antibody to improve the capability of local search. Furthermore, it increases the mutation step size around the inferior antibody to perform a full quick search based on the specific structure of cloning operator. We can get a better lower bound by this strategy. This algorithm used to solve CARP is reported in Table 1 . Table 1 The variation of quantum rotation gate used in solving CARP Algorithm 1: the algorithmic process of the variation of quantum rotation gate used in solving CARP Input: the antibody population A (1) (t) obtained after the clone operation; Output: The population A (2) (t) obtained after the variation of quantum rotation gate; Begin 1. Do operation on the cloned population A (1) (t), map the decision variable to the unit interval and obtain the population A (1)' (t), which is an individual within the interval of [0, 1]; 2. Set the quantum rotation angle θ according to the size of populations A (1) (t) and A (1)' (t); 3. Set the direction of rotation based on the calculated antibody affinity of the cloned population A (1) 
Modify the updated illegal Individual; 6. end if 7. Output the population A (2) 
D. Clonal selection operation
In the immune clonal algorithm, we usually use the immune genetic manipulation to retain the information of the parent population and to maintain the diversity property. The immune genetic manipulation Tg C comprises the cloning recombination Tr C and the cloning variation Tm C . Let Ag(t) denote the antibody population after the immune genetic manipulation. We can now write the relation between Tg C , Tr C and Tm C as follows:
In QICA-CARP, however, the immune selection of the immune cloning operation is different than the selection operation in the traditional EA. Besides, the new population consists of excellent antibodies selected from the offspring according to the quantum rotation gate mutation strategy and the corresponding with the parent population, i.e. A (3) 
. We now set a maximum size of the population, denoted by Nmax, before the clonal selection operation. Then, we determine the size of population based on the maximum size after the clonal selection operation. If N>Nmax, we calculate the affinity function of each antibody and select the antibody with a relative high affinity function. Otherwise, the scale of antibody population remains the same. Eventually, the population A (3) (t) after the clonal selection operation can be expressed as:
where, ai (3) (t) denotes the antibody after the clonal selection operation. To select the best individuals from the progeny after the clone proliferated and to form a new population of antibodies is the main purpose of this operation. This increases a faster convergence to a better solution for CARP problem.
E. Quantum crossover
In the evolutionary algorithms, the crossover operation is another strategy to search fro the optimal solution, such as single-point crossover, uniform crossover, multi-point crossover, and arithmetic crossover. To limit the two individuals is one of the common crossover operations. To prevent the solutions from falling into a local optimum, we use quantum coherence to construct the full interference crossover [30] . In this approach, more than two antibodies in the population are involved in the crossover for solving the CARP problem. Here, we use the full interference crossover for CARP. We select randomly four loops in the antibodies, which are represented by R1, R2, R3, and R4 where, R1={0,
In the connectivity graph, each antibody of these four loops are involved in the crossover operation according to the characteristics of the full interference crossover. The full interference crossover of the loop is shown in Figure 3 .
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the full interference crossover Figure 3 The schematic diagram of the full interference crossover Fig. 3 shows the full interference cross, which is one kind of the cross-way by the diagonal re-assortment implemented on the solutions of the loop for CARP. We select NS /3 individuals with a worse rank in population to perform crossover because it has a strong influence on the structure of the solution. The interference crossover process is as follows: (1) select several individuals and random positions, called pos, (2) each individual exchange bits with each other. The exchange is happening with 1 bit interval. The population A (4) (t) obtained after performing the full interference crossover for the population A (3) (t) can be written as per eq. (19), in the following:
where, ai(4)(t) represents the antibody obtained by the full interference crossover operation. This quantum crossover method improves the one-sidedness and locality of common crossover by benefiting the most from the antibody information. Moreover, it can inject new impetus and produce new antibodies while the population evolves into the local optimal. This is very useful for solving a CARP problem. The full interference cross by using the properties of the quantum coherence allows the algorithm prevents the population from prematurely falling into a local optimum in the evolving process. However, the solution obtained after crossover may become infeasible because some tasks may be not included in 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63  64 7 the solution. Hence, we adopt the repair operator to deal with the situation in the next section.
F. The repair operation
QICA-CARP is an evolutionary algorithm. The initial population in EA is usually generated randomly resulting in a large number of infeasible solutions. Moreover, the offspring after QICA-CARP applied on the feasible solutions may also results in some infeasible solutions. Here, we use the heuristic algorithm that generates an initial solution speed up the convergence of the algorithm. However, this does not handle the infeasible solutions.
denote the infeasible solutions, then the population A (4) (t) obtained by the full interference cross is expressed as: (20) where k denotes the number of the infeasible solutions. The common strategies for processing the infeasible solutions includes multi-objective policy [26] , repair infeasible solutions [33] and the penalty function method [34] . The penalty function method is a common method for solving constrained optimization problems. In this approach there exists a punishment for infeasible solutions to decreases the solution's fitness. The approach accepts non-feasible solutions so that some non-feasible solutions have the opportunity to be remained when it is appropriate; thus, some excellent solutions are retained expanding the search space. However, since the selection of the penalty coefficient and the penalty function is relatively complex, an appropriate function should be used with a good selection of the corresponding parameters according to the problem itself.
Considering the CARP to be an NP-Hard problem, it is very complex to use the penalty function to handle the infeasible solutions. We choose the appropriate repair operator to translate the infeasible solutions into the feasible solution of the population. A repair operator is designed, which can either convert the infeasible solutions into the feasible solutions or search in the convex border to find the optimal solution. Using the repair operator, population A (5) (t) can be computed as follows:
is the infeasible solutions after the repair operation and Ai (5) (t) is the antibody after the repair operation. The repair operator can be embedded into the optimization algorithms of CARP that improves the search efficiency. The flowchart of the CARP algorithm with repair operator embedded is reported in Table  2 . (4) (t) denoted by aff;
2. For the repeated task in task sequence in (4) 
, we eliminate the one which make a higher travel cost; 3. If (aff <1.3*Lower_Bound) 4. while (N is not the empty set) do // Set N indicates all tasks which is not inserted in the loop 5. For all tasks Ti in N, 1≤i≤|m|, look for the vehicle collection Φ(Ti) that consists of the vehicles which the task Ti can be putted in without capacity violation. 6. Select the task which can make the |Φ(Ti)| (the number of elements in Φ(Ti)) smallest to insert . 7. Find the minimum current loading TCLL vehicle, then the task Tk can be assigned to the vehicle. 8. Remove the task Tk from N and update the vehicle's loading. end while else 9. i=1; 10. Find the loop that does not meet the capacity constraints in the k-th vehicle loop, denoted by r. Then , find the total task SUM in the r loops. 11. The remaining k-r loops are arranged in ascending order based on the loop requirements. 
end if End
Among them, (4) 
(1≤i≤k) indicates the loop formed by the i-th vehicle; TCLL the current remaining capacity of j-th vehicle; T indicates the task that required to service; |m| is the number of total tasks.
In summary, we adopt QICA-CARP to solve CARP whose corresponding steps includes quantum coding, immune cloning operation, variation of quantum rotation gate, clonal selection operation, quantum crossover and the repair operation. We initialize the quantum encoding population as A(t). The state transfer of antibody population is denoted as follows: (1) 
(3) (4) 
   A A A A A A
It is known that, the immune clone algorithm is an intelligent algorithm that has the strong capability of dealing with the local optimum by increasing the local population 8 size. However, this algorithm does not solve the large-scale problems and it fails to solve the real-time process. Hence, we use the parallel nature of quantum computation to solve CARP to improve the convergence rate of the original operator. Table 3 shows the algorithmic process of QICA-CARP. (1) (t) by the cloning operation; 9. Perform the variation of the quantum rotation gate generating A (2) (t); 10. Perform the immune selection operation to form A (3) (t); 11. Calculate the affinity function of A (3) (t) and perform a quantum crossover operation to get A (4) (t); 12. The repair operator is used to repair the infeasible solutions in A (4) 
obtaining A (5) 
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS AND THE ANALYSIS
A. Experimental setting
To demonstrate In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed approach QICA-CARP, we perform some experiments and compare the results with the ones obtained by MAENS and RDG-MAENS. MAENS has been proven to be a sufficient algorithm for small-and medium-scale problems and RDG-MAENS has been proven superior to some representative algorithms for large-scale CARP (LSCARP).
The experimental test sets reported in [23] includes gdb, val, Beullen'C, D, E, F, egl and EGL-G. The gdb test set consists of 23 small-scale or medium-scale test instances. The instance set of the val includes 34 test instances generated by 10 different graphs. Next, the Beullen'C, D, E, F is constructed according to the transport network in the Flanders district of Belgium by Beullens. Each test set includes 25 test instances. The instances in test sets of C and D are generated by from the same graph. Likewise, the instances in test sets of D and F are generated by from the same graph. The capacity of vehicles in instances of D and F are twice the capacity in the instances of C and E. The next data set is egl. The corresponding test set is generated based on the application problems of sprinkling gravels on roads to avoid road icing on the winter of the Lancashire in the United Kingdom. This test set consists of 25 instances based on two graphs by setting different capacity constraints and task sets for different test instance. Finally, 10 large-scale instances make up the EGL-G test set that includes 255 vertex and 375 edges, and different instances are associated with different task sets and capacities of vehicles. Each instance in each test set runs independently 30 times. Some parameters are used in this experiment are the number of sub-problems  =2, which is the same as RDG-MAENS, the size of the parent antibody population Psize=30, which is identical to the size of the angle of rotation  and is computed by eq. (14) .The main parameters are the number of generation, the ratio of clone q, the probability of mutation Pls. In the process of decomposition, there is also the degree of fuzziness parameter  . Here, to confirm the sensitivity of these 4 parameters, we set several groups experiments on test instance egl-s2-B and we analyze the mean cost in 10 independent runs as the index. 4 The sensitivity of the cost value to the parameters It is shown in Fig. 4(a) the algorithm is not sensitive to the probability of mutation. If the probability of mutation is less than 0.3, the performance is getting better because the probability of mutation becomes larger. On the other hand, when it becomes larger than 0.3, the algorithm is getting worse. We empirically set the mutation value equal to 0.2. The mutation value less than 0.3 was shown to be good according to our experiments. As sown in Fig. 4(b) , the output of the algorithm is sensitive to the clonal ratio. In fact, the larger the clone ration, the less the cost. However, the 9 high ratio results in a high computing cost. Hence, a good balance between these two factors is very critical. We empirically set the clonal ratio to be 3 that has shown to have a good performance. As shown in Fig. 4(c) , the output of the algorithm is not very sensitive to the degree of fuzziness. We experienced a good performance by the value of degree of fuzziness between 4 and 6, and we set it here equal to 5. On the other hand, the algorithm is very sensitive to the number of generation, as shown in Fig. 4(d) . In fact, the larger the number of generations, the better the performance. We empirically set the number of generations equal to 500.
B. Comparing QICA-CARP with RDG-MAENS for solving CARP
We report the results achieved by QICA-CARP, RDG-MAENS and MAENS for solving the LSCARP with small-scale dataset in Table 4 . Before results analysis we need to note the followings. (1) |V|, |E|, |T| and LB represent the number of vertexes, the total number of edges, the number of tasks and the best lower bound found so far for the instances, respectively. (2) 'mean' represents the average value obtained by 30 independent runs on the instances. 'Best' represents the best one of them, and SD is the standard deviation showing the stability of the algorithm on the test case. The performance of the algorithm is stable if the SD is small. (3) The best results obtained by RDG-MAENS and QICA-CARP are in reported by bold fonts. In addition, the bold fonts report the same results. The best results obtained by MAENS or QICA-CARP is indicated by '_'. (4) '*' indicates that the algorithm can get better lower bound than LB on the test case. (5) p and h are the parameters in the Wilcoxon signed rank test between QICA-CARP and RDG-MAENS. p represents the probability of the median of two samples to be equal, and the null hypothesis should be questioned when p is close to 0. h is the test result where h=0 indicates that the difference between the median of the two samples is not significant whereas h=1 means the difference between the median of the two samples is significant. In this paper, the significance level of Wilcoxon signed rank test sets equal to 0.05. (6) We use percentage '%' to show how much QICA-CARP makes the results better that the ones obtained by RDG-MAENS. This is denoted by Δ.
QICA-CAR and MAENS has almost the same optimal solution. However, The result obtained by MEAN has slightly better average value because gdb is small-scale data set and decomposition does not suit it. It is also evidenced that QICA-CARP achieves 16 smaller average value of the total_cost in the 23 test instances of gdb where other values are the same. Furthermore, SD values of each test instance show that the standard deviation of QICA-CARP is 0 on 17 instances. Smaller standard deviations are obtained on other test instances in comparison with the results obtained by RDG-MAENS. This indicates the stability of QICA-CARP is stronger than RDG-MAENS on this test set. We see that QICA-CARP can converge to the lower bound of the test instance on all 23 instances of gdb by looking at the best values obtained by the algorithms on the test instances. The results of Wilcoxon signed rank test on this test set show that there are 14 "h=1" in 23 test instances. This indicates that the results obtained by the new algorithm are better than the one obtained by the RDG-MAENS. This illustrates that QICA-CARP is much more effective than RDG-MAENS for searching the solutions on the gdb test set. However, because gdb is a small-scale dataset, we need to show the superiority of QICA-CARP with other datasets, as well. 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63  64  65 Fig . 5 shows the convergence of some instances that illustrates more detailed description of comparison between the results obtained by QICA-CARP and RDG-MAENS applied on the gdb dataset. The x-axis represents the computational time in seconds, and the y-axis represents the average total cost of the best-so-far solutions over the 30 independent runs. The blue line represents the result of RDG-MAENS and the red line is QICA-CARP. It is evidenced in this figure that the convergence rate of QICA-CARP is slower than RDG-MAENS on some test set. However, QICA-CARP can converge to the lower bound with better stability property. Hence, the convergence rate of QICA-CARP in some instances of the small-scale test set gdb needs to be improved.
To compare the statistical properties of QICA-CARP with RDG-MAENS on the test set gdb, use the box diagram about 'total_cost' on each instance. Fig. 6 shows the box diagram of results obtained by applying QICA-CARP and RDG-MAENS on some instances of the gdb test set. The maximum value, the median line and the data distribution in Fig. 6 show that the solution obtained by QICA-CARP is much better than the ones obtained by RDG-MAENS. Besides, QICA-CARP can find a better optimal solution, which is consistent with the test results of these two algorithms in table 4. Because the gdb is a small-scale test set, the searching ability of these two algorithms are good enough, the ability of QICA-CARP to find solutions is not reflected completely. Table 5 shows the simulation of the results obtained by applying QICA-CARP, RDG-MAENS and MAENS on the val test sets. QICA-CARP and MAENS algorithms achieve the same optimal solution on all instances except 10D, on which QICA-CARP got a better solution. On the other hand, the average obtained by MAENS is better than the one obtained by QICA, because val has a very small scale and the ability of global searching is weaken after using 11 decomposition in QICA-CARP. QICA-CARP results in 30 better solutions than RDG-MAENS whereas only four solutions obtained by RDG-MAENS and QICA-CARP are equal in val dataset. In addition, the SD of QICA-CARP indicates that it results in better stability property on the val test set. Although, QICA-CARP converges to a better lower bound, it's not the best lower bound of the instances. According to the test results of Wilcoxon signed rank test on this instances, there are 30 cases of 'h=1' in the 34 instances which show that the new algorithm outperforms RDG-MAENS. This illustrate that the new algorithm can be used instead of the RDG-MAENS. Fig. 7 shows the convergence curves on some instances of the val test set. The blue line represents the result of RDG-MAENS whereas the red line is QICA-CARP. Figure 7 The convergence curves of QICA-CARP on some instances of val Fig. 7 shows that QICA-CARP converges faster to the lower bound of instances while it is stable. However, the convergence rate is not ideal at start on some test set. Because the val is the medium-scale test set, the convergence graphs illustrate that convergence speed of QICA-CARP must be still improved. Nonetheless, the global search capability of QICA-CARP has been reflected on the medium-scale instance. We show the box diagram on the instance in Fig. 8 to analyze the statistical properties of QICA-CARP and RDG-MAENS on the test set val. Fig. 8 shows the box diagram about 'total_cost' of QICA-CARP and RDG-MAENS on part of instances of the val test set.
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By analyzing the distribution of the test results in the box diagram, we see that the QICA-CARP is more stable and capable of finding the lower bound than RDG-MAENS. In addition, the number of abnormal values in the test results of QICA-CARP is significantly less than the RDG-MAENS because of the repair operator in QICA-CARP. The results obtained for this test set demonstrate the superiority of the QICA-CARP where it can be used instead of RDG-MAENS. This is in accordance with the results gained by testing on val, shown in Table 5 . In summary, the performance of QICA-CARP is much better than RDG-MAENS for solving the medium-scale CARP. Table 6 presents the results obtained by QICA-CARP, RDG-MAENS and MAENS on testing set Beullens'C, E. We see that QICA-CARP obtains the optimal solution on 37 out of 52 instances, whereas MAENS achieves 1 optimal solution. Moreover, MAENS results in 14 better average values, whereas QICA-CARP has 33 better average value. Compare the QICA-CARP with RDG-MAENS, 2 better solutions are obtained by using QICA-CARP out of 52 samples whereas RDG-MAENS has none. However, the improvement of QICA-CARP is not sufficient which is in accordance with the results gained by Wilcoxon signed rank test on Beullens'C, E. In Wilcoxon signed rank test, there are 12 'h=1' in Beullens'C and 13 'h=1' in Beullens'E. Besides, by analyzing the value of SD, we can see that the stability of QICA-CARP is stronger. 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63  64 In Table 7 , we report the results of using QICA-CARP, RDG-MAENS and MAENS to find the optimum of Beullen'D, F, which is a medium-scale test set. The reported results show QICA-CARP obtains the optimal solution on 13 out of 52 instances whereas MAENS could find only 4 optimal solutions. This indicates that QICA-CARP is more appropriate than MAENS for searching optimum of the medium scale data set because Beullens' decomposition strategy results in a better local searching and consequently in a better solution. Nonetheless, MAENS achieved 42 better average values whereas QICA achieved 7 because the scale of problems is not large enough. Furthermore, QICA-CARP attained 22 better solutions than RDG-MAENS out of 25 samples of Beullens'D. As for other 25 samples of Beullens'F, QICA-CARP produced 19 solutions better than the ones obtained by the RDG-MAENS. Moreover, QICA-CARP results in more stable solutions while it converges to the lower bound of all instances in this test set. Nonetheless, the new algorithm can obtain two better lower bounds in Beullen'D, F. There are 19 instances of h=1in Beullens'D and 15 in Beullens'F using Wilcoxon signed rank test. The instance of Beullens'D, F are from the same graph but the capacity of Beullens'F is twice the Beullens'D. This demonstrates that QICA-CARP outperforms other algorithm in finding optimum of a large-scale test set. 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63  64  65 In summary, the results illustrate that QICA-CARP is superior to RDG-MAENS both the stability and the searching capability of these four test sets including Beullen'C, D, E, F. In addition, Fig. 9 shows convergence behavior of QICA-CARP during computing the optimum of these test set. Fig. 9 shows that QICA-CARP finds a better solution for E15 and F05 test set whereas the other two algorithms obtain the same results. Nonetheless, QICA-CARP has a faster convergence indicating that the convergence speed and stability of QICA-CARP are better than the RDG-MAENS. We also plot the box diagram of some examples of the test sets to better illustrate the statistical results of these two algorithms in finding the optimum of Beullen'C, D, E, F test sets. In specific, Fig. 10 shows the box diagram of 'total_cost' showing that QICA-CARP results in a better solution than RDG-MAENS and shows better stability behavior on some instances.
The number of the abnormal values obtained by QICA-CARP is significantly less than the one obtained by RDG-MAENS. This indicates that the QICA-CARP is more capable of repairing the infeasible solution than RDG-MAENS. Fig. 10 also shows the superiority of the QICA-CARP to the RDG-MAENS in terms of the maximum value, the median line, the minimum value and the emphasis of data distribution for solving CARP problem. In Table 8 , we report the test results obtained by QICA-CARP, RDG-MAENS and MAENS for solving the large-scale test set egl. It is evident that QICA-CARP obtained a better optimal solution for 10 out of 24 instances whereas MAENS obtained 3 better optimal solutions. Furthermore, MAENS resulted in 8 better average values where QICA has 13 better average values. The reason is that egl is a large scale test set and QICA-CARP used decomposition strategy to improves the ability of local searching and make full use of the computing sources. In comparison with RDG-MAENS, QICA-CARP obtained 22 better solutions out of 24 instances of the egl test set. This is the average total cost of the best-so-far solutions over the 30 independent runs. The SD values show that QICA-CARP results in more stable solutions than RDG-MAENS. Nonetheless, QICA-CARP found optimal solutions for 10 test instances better than the one obtained by RDG-MAENS. The
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Wilcoxon signed rank test analysis results illustrate that there are 17 instances with h=1 verifying the superiority of QICA-CARP to RDG-MAENS. Moreover, QICA-CARP achieved better solution than RDG-MAENS on the large-scale egl instances. Figure 11 The convergence curves of QICA-CARP on some instances of egl Figure 11 gives a more detailed description of the test results of QICA-CARP and RDG-MAENS on the egl test set. According to the results reported in Table 8 , QICA-CARP found a better average value than RDG-MAENS on some instances using the same parameters. Fig. 11 shows that the convergence rate of QICA-CARP is slower than RDG-MAENS at the initial stage for some test instances. Nonetheless, QICA-CARP found a better solution faster than the one obtained by RDG-MAENS where the solution is more stable that the one obtained by RDG-MAENS. Fig. 12 shows the box diagram about 'total_cost' of QICA-CARP and RDG-MAENS on the egl test set. It is seen that QICA-CARP can get a better lower bound and a lower median line than the one obtained by RDG-MAENS. This indicates that the new algorithm results in a better minimum consumption path for solving CARP for these instances. In addition, the probability of abnormal values computed by RDG-MAENS is bigger than the one computed by QICA-CARP. This illustrates that the repairing of the infeasible solutions in QICA-CARP is very effective. In summary, QICA-CARP can find a better solution on the instance in figure 12 than the ones obtained by RDG-MAENS on large-scale test set egl. To test the performance more completely, we added the RMA algorithm [35] to make a comparison. Table 9 shows the results obtained for the test set EGL-G after 30 runs. It also shows the average solutions of 'total-cost' obtained by RDG-MAENS, QICA-CARP and RMA. The results show QICA-CARP can find 8 better solutions on 10 instances of the test set EGL-G indicating that QICA-CARP improves significantly the test outcome for the problem with the very large-scale test set of EGL-G. However, the standard 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63  64  65 deviation of the results obtained by QICA-CARP is large indicating that we need to improve the stability of QICA-CARP on these instances. In addition, QICA-CARP converges to a better lower bound on 7 instances. The results reported in Table 9 also illustrate the capability of global search of QICA-CARP for searching a large-scale test set. Furthermore, QICA-CARP obtained 7 instances with h=1 out of 10 instances according to the Wilcoxon signed rank test. QICA-CARP got 6 solutions better than RMQ where RMA got 4. On the other hand, QICA obtained 1 better average where RMA got 9. We can see that QICA has a slightly better performance in searching the best solution, but it is not competitive in average value compared with RMA. According to the results reported in Table 9 , QICA-CARP obtained better solutions than RDG-MAENS for the test set EGL-G. We also show the convergence of the two algorithms in Fig. 13 during computation the optimal solution of the test set EGL-G. With the same parameter settings, the convergence of QICA-CARP is faster than the RDG-MAENS. Although the convergence rate of QICA-CARP is not very good at initial evolution of the algorithm, it found solutions better than RDG-MAENS. After initial stage of the algorithm evolution, the convergence rate speeds up. In general, the improvement demonstrated by QICA-CARP is beneficial to find a better solution especially for the large-scale test set. Figure 14 shows the box diagram of the 'total_cost' obtained using QICA-CARP and RDG-MAENS to find the optimum of the test set EGL-G. It is clear that QICA-CARP can find a better lower bound than RDG-MAENS. Although the stability needs to be improved on some instances, QICA-CARP is superior to RDG-MAENS in terms of performance on most instances. In QICA-CARP, the data below the median line in the box diagram is relative much.
This indicates that QICA-CARP outperforms RDG-MAENS in finding the minimum consumption path for the large-scale test set. In conclusion, QICA-CARP is suitable for solving the large-scale CARP Figure 14 The box diagram of QICA-CARP and RDG-MAENS on EGL-G test set
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C．The comparison among different versions of QICA-CARP
QICA-CARP mainly includes 2 improvements: (1) adds the mutation strategy of quantum rotation gate and (2) uses the repair operator. In order to investigate the effect of each operation, we consider three different versions of the algorithm as follows: (1) in version 1, QICA-CARP is combined mutation of quantum rotation gate, (2) in version 2, QICA-CARP is combined repair operator and (3) in version 3, QICA-CARP is combined with mutation and repair operator. 3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63  64  65  Table 10 shows that the version 3 of QICA-CARP consistently outperforms the other two versions. This illustrate that the combining of two improvements is more powerful than using just one of them. Moreover, the experimental results of the version 2 and 3 are significantly better than the first one indicating that both operators are effective in improving the quality of the solution. This evidences that (1) The mutation strategy of rotation gate improves the searching ability of local search and resulting in a better solution in comparison to RDG-MAENS, (2) the repair operator improves both the quality and the stability of the solution (3) by using both simultaneously results in an overall good improved performance.
D. Summary for tables of simulation results
We make a summary of the simulation results reported in tables 4 to 10 to improve the presentation clarity in terms of the times of winners on optimal solution and performance of each algorithm.
In Table 11 , we compare MAENS, RDG-MAENS and RMA with QICA-CARP, consecutively. The data in table represents the number corresponding with the one getting a better solution between two algorithms, including the same results. 5  92  27  14  2  3  2  QICA-CARP  23  22  34  30  103  76  24  22  8  8  3 RMA
From Table 11 , compared with MAENS, we see that MAENS slightly outperforms QICA-CARP if the scale of the problem to be solved is small because decomposition strategy is not suitable for small-scale problem. If the test set is larger scale, e.g. egl, QICA-CARP obtains a performance better than MAENS. AS for the comparison with RDG-MAENS, because RDG-MAENS and QICA-CARP utilize the decomposition strategy, their performance on small-scale problems is not satisfactory. Nonetheless, QICA-CARP shows a significant superiority than RDG-MAENS on different type of problems.
QICA-CARP (1) applies the clone operation to the dominant population and uses the information on the current optimal antibody to control population with a high probability evolution toward good schema by the action of quantum rotation gate and (2) uses strategy of adjusting the angle of rotation dynamically to accelerate the convergence of the original clone operator. These two are the main differences between QICA-CARP and RDG in solving sub-problems. Moreover, the quantum crossover operation is used to enhance information exchange and to increase the diversity of the population. As a result, QICA-CARP obtains a satisfactory performance in comparison to RDG-MAENS. This makes QICA-CARP more suitable for the large-scale problems. QICA-CARP slightly outperforms RMA in finding an optimum of LSCARP in terms of searching. However, it is not competitive to RMA in general. All the experimental results showed effectiveness of QICA-CARP in solving CARP especially in large-scale problems.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we used the RDG decomposition strategy of RDG-MAENS for solving CARP problem. We propose an approach called QICA-CARP combining the feature of artificial immune system and quantum computation to solve CARP based on the qubit and the quantum superposition.
The proposed approach showed a performance slightly better than RDG-MAENS with a strong stability. Nonetheless, for small and medium scale test set including gdb, val and Beulles, QICA-CARP did not outperform MAENS. By contrast, for large-scale test egl, the stability and the ability to search the solutions shows slight superiority to other approaches. Eventually, we showed that QICA-CARP converges to a better solution with a faster speed compared with other algorithms in the case of large-scale test set EGL-G due to the global search.
At different part of algorithm evolution, the convergence is not stable because the algorithm is sensitive to the parameter. Moreover, the stability of the average solution needs to be improved on this instance. In future research, in order to make the approach applicable to even more practical problems, we need to reduce the complexity of the algorithm and to improve its stability for solving large scale arc routing problem.
